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WELCOME

The Longevity Forum was created to provide
a platform for both public and private
dialogue and collaboration among the
stakeholders that play a critical role in
government, business and society. Our
platform is instrumental in raising awareness
of the changes that are already underway,
testing new ideas and creating solutions to
help us prepare for longer lifespans. We
cannot separate the debate on longevity
from that on sustainability as increasing
healthy lifespan will require a healthy and
sustainable planet for all to enjoy. 

Healthier, longer lives for everyone



When we set up the Forum in
2018, our main objective was to
facilitate the exchange of ideas
between experts from the fields
of science and social science to
explore the opportunities
presented by increases in
human longevity. 

Our vision was to create a forum
where cutting edge ideas would
be generated, debated and
critiqued, thus paving the way
for their implementation
through our network of partners
across diverse sectors and
geographies. This approach
remains core to our mission -
which is to promote happier,
healthier and more fulfilled lives
for as many people as possible. 

To achieve this mission, the
Forum aims to make these ideas
accessible to all. This is why
raising awareness of the
opportunities presented by
longevity, beyond the audiences
of this Forum and the promotion
of a positive agenda around
longevity, is critical. 

The theme of this year’s
Longevity Week is Sustainability
in a Decade of Healthy Ageing,
where we will be focusing on the
future of longer living from
health to the future of work. We
believe there is no one solution
to greater lifespans, but through
addressing the challenges of
ageing societies, and the
environment in which they will
thrive, we can strive to ensure
healthier, longer lives can be
achieved by all.
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11:00  Registration and coffee/tea

11:30  Welcome Speech

11:45  Panel I: An Agricultural Revolution to Save Our World

12:45  Lunch

13:45  Panel II: No Healthy Longevity Without A Healthy Planet:        

Jim Mellon (moderator)

Co-founder The Longevity Forum

Cassandra Coburn

Editor in Chief The Lancet Healthy Longevity

Henry Dimbleby

Co-founder Leon Restaurants, Sustainable Restaurant Association & 

Independent Lead, National Food Strategy

Eugene Klerk

Head of Global ESG Credit Suisse

Cassandra Coburn (moderator)

Editor in Chief The Lancet Healthy Longevity

Alastair Brown

Editor in Chief The Lancet Planetary Health

Carol Brayne

Co-Director of Cambridge Public Health & Chair Academic and

Research Committee of the Faculty of Public Health

Bobby Duffy

Director of the Policy Institute King’s College London

John Godfrey

Corporate Affairs Director Legal & General Group
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Societal Change to Enable Sustainable Longevity



14:45   Break

15:15   Panel III: Population Pressures: 

16:15   Longevity Person of the Year Award

16:30   Closing Remarks

17:00   Drinks Reception in Boutique Bar

Andrew J Scott (moderator)
London Business School & Co-founder The Longevity Forum

Darrell Bricker
Global CEO Ipsos' Public Affairs & Author of The Empty Planet

Norma Cohen
Honorary Research Fellow Queen Mary University of London

Nicole Shanahan
President Bia-Echo Foundation

Richard Sharpe
Reproductive Scientist MRC Centre for Reproductive Health

Shanna Swan
Environmental and reproductive epidemiologist & Author of Count Down

James Lovelock

Leading Environmental Scientist & Centenarian

Presented by Dr Declan Doogan

Chief Medical Officer Juvenescence

www.thelongevityforum.com

Sustainability and Demographics



FOUNDERS

DAFINA GRAPCI-PENNEY

Dafina Grapci-Penney is co-Founder a Trustee of The Longevity Forum where she is

focused on understanding and promoting the role that scientific innovation and

technology are playing in helping people live longer. Dafina is particularly interested in

using the Forum as a platform through which businesses and policymakers can discuss

and anticipate future issues related to longevity and develop strategies to deliver

positive outcomes for individuals and the society as a whole. 

Dafina is also a Managing Director at Greentarget, a communications consultancy

advising leading global financial institutions operating at the intersection of finance and

technology. Dafina works with global and regional business leaders to identify and

anticipate current and future issues, influence multiple stakeholders and deliver results 
that support her clients’ reputations and

facilitate their commercial success. She has

a deep understanding of global drivers and

macro trends that influence how businesses

operate and prepare for the future. 

Dafina’s interest in global systemic issues

stems from her experience of working with

NATO in the Balkans early in her career,

developed further through her work in the

City of London, and remains present in all her

areas of activity and interest.



JIM MELLON

Jim Mellon is a British entrepreneur,

investor and philanthropist with a wide

range of interests. Through his private

investment company, Burnbrae Group, he

has substantial real estate holdings in

Germany and the Isle of Man, as well as

holdings in private and public companies.

Jim’s investment philosophy is

underpinned by careful analysis of new

industries or major shifts in markets. This

More recently Jim authored the book Moo’s Law, focused on investment opportunities

in the field of cellular agriculture - the production of proteins and materials directly from

cells. Jim co-founded Agronomics to invest in a portfolio of leading companies in this

sector, and is its largest investor.

Jim sits on the Board of Trustees of the Buck Institute for Research on Aging, and of the

American Federation for Aging Research (AFAR). He is also an Honorary Fellow of Oriel

College at the University of Oxford, where he has established the Mellon Centre for

Longevity, and Jim also sits on the Advisory Board of the Milken Institute’s Centre for the

Future of Aging.

includes the global financial crisis of 2008-2009, as foreseen in the first book Jim co-

authored entitled Wake Up!, and subsequently in the book Juvenescence which

marked the beginning of a rush of capital into the nascent field of ageing research and

also led to the formation of the company Juvenescence with his partners.

Juvenescence is a leading biopharma company in the commercialisation of therapies

to slow, stop and reverse aging. 



ANDREW J SCOTT

Andrew J Scott is a Professor of Economics, former

Deputy Dean at London Business School and Research

Fellow at the Centre for Economic Policy Research.

 

His research focuses on longevity, an ageing society, and

fiscal policy and debt management and has been

published widely in leading journals. His book with Lynda

Gratton, The 100-Year Life, has been published in 15

languages, is an Amazon bestseller and was runner up in

the FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award 2016

and Japanese Business Book of the Year Award 2017. His

recent 2020 book, The New Long Life, considers how the

challenges and opportunities of social and technological

ingenuity might shape a new age of longer lives.

He was Managing Editor for the Royal Economic Society’s

Economic Journal and Non-Executive Director for the UK’s

Financial Services Authority 2009-2013. 

 

He has been an advisor on policy to a range of governments and government departments.

He is currently on the advisory board of the UK’s Office for Budget Responsibility, the Cabinet

Office Honours Committee (Science and Technology), co-founder of The Longevity Forum, a

member of the UK government’s Longevity Council and the WEF council on Japan and a

consulting scholar at Stanford University’s Center on Longevity.

 

Andrew previously held positions at Oxford University, London School of Economics and

Harvard University. His MA is from Oxford, his M.Sc. from the London School of Economics and

his D.Phil from Oxford University.



Editor in Chief The Lancet Healthy Longevity

Cassandra obtained her PhD in Genetics from the Institute of Healthy Ageing at University

College London, UK. She joined The Lancet in 2013, first as a Senior Editor at The Lancet

Oncology, before being promoted to Deputy Editor at the same journal. During this first stint at

The Lancet, Cassandra also held the post of Acting Executive Editor of The Lancet

Haematology. In 2018, she left the group to write a popular science book, ENOUGH, which

addressed the intersection between preventative medicine, the environment, and nutrition

(Hachette, Jan 2021). Returning to The Lancet in 2020, Cassandra became the founding Editor-

in-Chief of The Lancet Healthy Longevity.

Co-founder Leon Restaurants, Sustainable Restaurant Association & 

Independent Lead, National Food Strategy

Henry Dimbleby was appointed lead non-executive board member of the Department for

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in March 2018. Henry was co-founder of the Leon

restaurant chain. He is also co-founder and Director of The Sustainable Restaurant Association

and of London Union, which runs some of London’s most successful street food markets. He

co-authored The School Food Plan (2013), which set out actions to transform what children eat

in schools and how they learn about food. Henry previously worked as a Strategy Consultant at

Bain & Company (1995-2002) where he advised businesses on strategy, performance

improvement and organisational design.

Henry Dimbleby

Cassandra Coburn

Head of Global ESG Credit Suisse

Following a career of more than 25 years in investment banking, fund management and

research, Mr. Klerk is currently responsible for Credit Suisse’s Global ESG research. In addition,

Eugene is a frequent leading author in a range of publications from the Credit Suisse Research

Institute. Prior to his current role, Mr. Klerk has been responsible for Credit Suisse’s global

thematic research products. He started his career as an emerging market analyst first

covering debt markets after which he become a top- ranked emerging markets telecom

analyst. Mr. Klerk holds a Master’s degree in Applied Mathematics from the University of

Twente in the Netherlands.

Eugene Klerk

Co-founder The Longevity Forum & Author of Moo's Law

Jim Mellon (moderator)

AN AGRICULTURAL REVOLUTION TO SAVE OUR WORLD



Editor in Chief The Lancet Planetary Health

Alastair joined The Lancet Planetary Health in May, 2019 after working at Nature Climate

Change since it launched in 2010. Earlier, he worked for a policy-facing role at the UK Climate

Impacts Programme engaging with willing branches of government and the private sector on

ways to adapt to unavoidable climate changes. Alastair has a Masters in Global Environmental

Change from the University of Plymouth, UK. His doctoral and postdoctoral research was

completed at the University of Southampton.

Cassandra Coburn (moderator)
Editor in Chief The Lancet Healthy Longevity

Alastair Brown

Co-Director of Cambridge Public Health & Chair Academic and Research

Committee of the Faculty of Public Health

Carol Brayne CBE is a Professor of Public Health Medicine and Co-Director of Cambridge

Public Health Interdisciplinary Centre at the University of Cambridge. She is a medically

qualified epidemiologist and public health academic. Her leadership roles have included

representation of the academic public health community nationally, regionally and locally to

promote sustained embedding of evidence generation and implementation. She is Population

Health Special Adviser to the President of the Royal College of Physicians and chairs its

Inequalities Advisory Group. She is a Fellow of the Academy of Medical Sciences and an NIHR

Senior Investigator Emeritus.

Director of the Policy Institute King’s College London

Bobby Duffy is Professor of Public Policy and Director of the Policy Institute. Bobby also sits on

several advisory boards including Chairing the Campaign for Social Science and the CLOSER

Advisory Board, is a member of the Executive of the Academy of Social Sciences, and is a

trustee of British Future and the Centre for Transforming Access and Student Outcomes in

Higher Education. He is the author of The Perils of Perception – Why we’re wrong about nearly

everything and more recently Generations - Does when you’re born shape who you are?

Carol Brayne

Bobby Duffy

NO HEALTHY LONGEVITY WITHOUT A HEALTHY PLANET: 
SOCIETAL CHANGE TO ENABLE SUSTAINABLE LONGEVITY

Corporate Affairs Director, Legal & General Group

John Godfrey has worked in the City of London for over 30 years, including for US, Japanese

and European financial institutions. He joined Legal & General in 2006, and over the following

decade was responsible for group communications, public policy issues and the group brand.

He is also Executive sponsor for wellbeing. From 2016-17 John worked at Number Ten Downing

Street as Head of Policy for Prime Minister Theresa May. He re-joined Legal & General as

Corporate Affairs Director following the 2017 General Election. John was educated at Lochaber

High School and Oxford University and has also served as a special advisor to the Home

Secretary.

John Godfrey

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgenerations-book.org%2Fthe-book&data=04%7C01%7Crebecca.shepard%40kcl.ac.uk%7Cf56bf34aa63b485c9e7808d976d925df%7C8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356%7C0%7C0%7C637671497271760146%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=OKg5%2BHG4mPA57p39hqLdY463N1TYWw6O3tt%2FIZorbjc%3D&reserved=0


Honorary Research Fellow at Queen Mary University of London

Norma Cohen was awarded a PhD in 2020 from QMUL for research on financing the First World

War. Before that, she was a journalist at the Financial Times, most recently specialising in

demography, pensions, and economics. She has an MSc from the London School of Economics,

an MS from Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism and is a graduate of City

College of New York. She is an Honorary Fellow of the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries. 

Norma Cohen

Andrew J Scott (moderator)
London Business School & The Longevity Forum

Dr Shanna Swan is an Environmental and Reproductive Epidemiologist and Professor of

Environmental Medicine and Public Health at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New

York. In 2017 Dr Swan, Dr Levine and colleagues published “Temporal Trends in Sperm Count: a

Systematic Review and Meta-regression Analysis” which received worldwide media coverage

and led to her writing: Count Down: How Our Modern World Is Threatening Sperm Counts,

Altering Male and Female Reproductive Health, and Imperiling the Future of the Human Race

(Scribner, 2021) currently being translated into nine languages. 

Global CEO Ipsos' Public Affairs & Author of The Empty Planet

Darrell Bricker is Global CEO, Ipsos’ Public Affairs. Prior to joining Ipsos in 1990, he was Director

of Research in the office of Canada's Prime Minister. Holding a PhD in Political Science from

Carleton University, Darrell is also a Research Fellow at the University of Toronto,and a Senior

Fellow at the Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI). Darrell's bestselling book,

Empty Planet: The Shock of Global Population Decline (with John Ibbitson) is a major

international release with Random House and Little Brown and was a finalist for the Donner

Prize. 

Shanna Swan

Darrell Bricker

Richard Sharpe
Honorary Professor in the MRC Centre for Reproductive Health at the Queen’s

Medical Research Institute, Edinburgh

Richard Sharpe is an expert in understanding the inter-relationships between environment,

diet/lifestyle and reproductive health (especially in males) and its impact on individual and

couples' fertility. His research has played a pivotal role in identifying key aspects of fetal

development that shape lifelong reproductive health and which may also impact more general

aspects of health and thus longevity. He has been highly active in public communication of

science and has talked at major UK and US science festivals. 

POPULATION PRESSURES: 
SUSTAINABILITY AND DEMOGRAPHICS

Environmental and reproductive epidemiologist & Author of Count Down

Nicole Shanahan
President Bia-Echo Foundation

Nicole Shanahan serves as President of Bia-Echo. She is an attorney in California and a

research fellow at CodeX, the Stanford Center for Legal Informatics. She is the founder and CEO

of ClearAccessIP, an integrated patent management technology, and a legal technologist who

specializes in the utilization of structured databases, APIs, UI/UX, automation and SaaS. Her

research at Stanford is entitled “Smart Prosecution,” an ongoing, multi-disciplinary project

applying data science to the prosecutorial process and involving partnerships with district

attorneys and police departments. Apart from the practical applications of legal technology, she

is formulating an economic theory entitled “Coasean Mapping” to predict the pace and nature

of society’s adoption of legal artificial intelligence.
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17
NOV
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16
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Tuesday

18
NOV

Thursday

LONGEVITY WEEK 

19
NOV
Friday

Healthy Ageing Challenge: Day 1

Hosted by UKRI

Healthy Ageing Challenge: Day 2

Hosted by UKRI

 

 

Science Summit at Oxford Oriel College

Hosted by The Longevity Forum

Investing in the Age of

Longevity

Hosted by Master

Investor, AFAR & LBA

Social Entrepreneurship,

Longevity and the

Environment

Hosted by Encore Fellows UK

Healthy Longevity and

Healthy Growth

Hosted by Collider Health

 Innovations in Consumer Longevity

Data: a Global Perspective

Hosted by King's College

Longevity Summit

Hosted by Ai4

Ageing, Business & Society:

Introducing the British

Society of Gerontology

Special Interest Group



SPONSORS

At Juvenescence, we’re on a mission to transform what ageing

means to the world. Science around ageing is accelerating at an

extraordinary pace, so we’ve set out to further that science and

disrupt the thinking and behavior around ageing. That’s why we built

a coalition of the best scientists, physicians, and investors to create

cutting-edge therapies and products that will empower people to

chart their own path forward. So we're not just reimagining what it

means to get older — we’re committed to helping you reimagine

your lifetime.

The Burnbrae Group was first established on the Isle of Man in 1994.

We seek out opportunistic investments and capitalise on

fundamental global emerging trends. Our interests are now

represented throughout the world. Through its subsidiaries, the

Group has grown today to be one of the largest private employers in

the Isle of Man. Our philosophy is centred on an activist investment

approach to create and hold great businesses. By focusing on

clearly identifiable trends, our success is sure set to continue well in

to the future.



JAMES LOVELOCK
Environmental Scientist, Author & Centenarian

James Ephraim Lovelock CH CBE FRS (born 26 July

1919) is an English independent scientist,

environmentalist and futurist. He is best known for

proposing the Gaia hypothesis, which postulates that the

Earth functions as a self-regulating system.

With a PhD in medicine, Lovelock began his career

performing cryopreservation experiments on rodents,

including successfully thawing frozen specimens. His

methods were influential in the theories of cryonics (the

cryopreservation of humans). He invented the electron

capture detector, and using it, became the first to detect

the widespread presence of CFCs in the atmosphere.

While designing scientific instruments for NASA, he

developed the Gaia hypothesis.

In the 2000s, he proposed a method of climate

engineering to restore carbon dioxide-consuming algae.

He has been an outspoken member of Environmentalists

for Nuclear, asserting that fossil fuel interests have been

behind opposition to nuclear energy, citing the effects of

carbon dioxide as being more harmful to the

environment, and warning of global warming due to the

greenhouse effect. He has written several environmental

science books based upon the Gaia hypothesis since the

late 1970s.
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We have to stop thinking of
human needs and rights alone.

Let us be brave and see that the
real threat comes from the living
earth, which we have harmed and

is now at war with us. 

https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Companion_of_Honour
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Commander_of_the_Order_of_the_British_Empire
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Fellow_of_the_Royal_Society
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Independent_scientist
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Environmentalist
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Futurist
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Gaia_hypothesis
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Doctor_of_Philosophy
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Cryopreservation
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Rodent
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Cryonics
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Electron_capture_detector
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Chlorofluorocarbons
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/NASA
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Gaia_hypothesis
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Climate_engineering
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Carbon_dioxide
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Algae
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Environmentalists_for_Nuclear
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Fossil_fuel
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Global_warming
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Greenhouse_effect
https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Environmental_science
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DECLAN DOOGAN
Chief Medical Officer, Juvenescence

Dr Declan Doogan, MD, co-founder of Juvenescence,

was driven to start the company because he believes we

all can do better in managing health as we get older.

Dr Doogan, the Chief Medical Officer of Juvenescence,

has more than 30 years experience in the global

pharmaceutical industry. He was Head of Worldwide

Drug Development at Pfizer, working in the US, UK and

Japan. Dr Doogan was also head of R&D at Amarin

where he helped raise $100m to fund the reorganisation

and portfolio realignment leading to the NDA approval

for Vascepa (icosapent ethyl) for elevated triglycerides.

During his career, Declan has engaged in activities to

promote excellence in pharmaceutical medicine and sits

on the boards of several biotechnology companies and

multiple pharmaceutical companies. He is Chairman and

co-founder of Biohaven Pharmaceuticals, Portage

Biotech, and PHPrecisionmed.

Dr Doogan graduated Medicine from Glasgow University,

is a Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians and

Surgeons of Glasgow, and holds an honorary degree of

DSc from the University of Kent in the UK. He is a visiting

professor at Glasgow University.



OUR SUPPORTERS

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT

 

INFO@THELONGEVITYFORUM.COM

 

WWW.THELONGEVITYFORUM.COM

 

LONGEVITY_FORUM THELONGEVITYFORUM


